Modic changes and disc degeneration in adolescent idiopathic scoliosis patients who reach middle age without surgery: Can residual deformity cause lumbar spine degeneration?
We have yet to determine what types of lumbar degenerative changes can be observed on MRI in middle-aged adolescent idiopathic scoliosis (AIS) patients without undergoing surgery. The aims of this study were to investigate AIS patients who have reached middle age without undergoing surgery and to clarify if residual spinal deformities may have affected health-related quality of life (HRQOL) and lumbar spine degeneration. Subjects comprised AIS patients who reached middle age without surgery and who underwent whole-spine X-rays, lumbar MRI, and SRS-22 surveys. Of the 60 cases collected from five scoliosis centers, 25 patients who met the inclusion criteria were enrolled into the residual deformity (RD) group and analyzed. Controls (CTR) group comprised 25 individuals matched for age, sex, and BMI with the patient group. MRI revealed no significant differences in the percentage of individuals with Pfirrmann grade 4 or 5 disc degeneration in 1 or more segments (RD group: 84%, CTR group: 60%, p = 0.059). Significantly more patients with Modic changes in 1 or more segments were observed in the RD group (RD group: 56%, CTR group: 8%, p < 0.001). All SRS-22 scores were significantly lower in the RD group. The lumbar curve cutoff point based on whether or not Modic change could be observed using ROC analysis was 39.5°. Compared to healthy individuals, AIS patients with residual deformity who have never had surgery showed similar prevalence of disc degeneration, but they had more Modic changes and poor HRQOL. The cutoff point for lumbar curves of patients with and without Modic changes in middle age was 39.5°.